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ABSTRACT
The ability of phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) climate models to simulate
the twentieth-century ‘‘warming hole’’ over North America is explored, along with the warming hole’s relationship with natural climate variability. Twenty-first-century warming hole projections are also examined
for two future emission scenarios, the 8.5 and 4.5 W m22 representative concentration pathways (RCP8.5 and
RCP4.5). Simulations from 22 CMIP5 climate models were analyzed, including all their ensemble members,
for a total of 192 climate realizations. A nonparametric trend detection method was employed, and an alternative perspective emphasizing trend variability. Observations show multidecadal variability in the sign
and magnitude of the trend, where the twentieth-century temperature trend over the eastern United States
appears to be associated with low-frequency (multidecadal) variability in the North Atlantic temperatures.
Most CMIP5 climate models simulate significantly lower ‘‘relative power’’ in the North Atlantic multidecadal
oscillations than observed. Models that have relatively higher skill in simulating the North Atlantic multidecadal oscillation also are more likely to reproduce the warming hole. It was also found that the trend
variability envelope simulated by multiple CMIP5 climate models brackets the observed warming hole. Based
on the multimodel analysis, it is found that in the twenty-first-century climate simulations the presence or
absence of the warming hole depends on future emission scenarios; the RCP8.5 scenario indicates a disappearance of the warming hole, whereas the RCP4.5 scenario shows some chance (10%–20%) of the warming
hole’s reappearance in the latter half of the twenty-first century, consistent with CO2 stabilization.
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1. Introduction
As the earth warms, regional differences in warming
rates can help us better understand the mechanisms
of the warming. For example, we expect continents to
warm faster than oceans based on thermodynamic arguments, and the polar latitudes to warm faster than the
tropics or midlatitudes because of snow–surface albedo
feedback. Departures from these expectations, such as
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Australian Community Climate
and Earth-System Simulator,
version 1.0 (ACCESS1.0)
Second Generation Canadian
Earth System Model
(CanESM2)
Community Climate System
Model, version 4.0 (CCSM4.0)
Centre National de Recherches
Météorologiques Coupled
Global Climate Model, version 5
(CNRM-CM5)
Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research
Organisation Mark, version 3.6.0
(CSIRO Mk3.6.0)
EC-Earth Consortium
(EC-EARTH)
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory Climate Model,
version 3 (GFDL-CM3)
GFDL Earth System Model with
GOLD ocean component
(GFDL-ESM2G)
GFDL Earth System Model with
MOM4 ocean component
(GFDL-ESM2M)
Goddard Institute for Space
Studies model E coupled with
the HYCOM ocean model
(GISS-E2H)
GISS model E coupled with the
Russell ocean model
(GISS-E2-R)
Hadley Centre Coupled Model,
version 3 (HadCM3)
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Collins et al. (2001), Smith et al.
(2007, 2010)

http://data.giss.nasa.gov/modelE/
ar5/

http://data.giss.nasa.gov/
modelE/ar5

http://nomads.gfdl.noaa.gov/

http://nomads.gfdl.noaa.gov/

http://nomads.gfdl.noaa.gov/

Hazeleger et al. (2010)

Rotstayn et al. (2010)

http://www.cnrm.meteo.fr/cmip5

Gent et al. (2011)

http://wiki.csiro.au/confluence/
display/ACCESS/
ACCESS1Publications
http://www.cccma.ec.gc.ca/models

Reference

10/__/__

03/01/01

90 3 144

73 3 96

05/01/01

90 3 144

14/14/01

__/__/02

160 3 320

90 3 144

09/10/__

96 3 192

08/__/__

09/01/05

128 3 256

90 3 144

05/05/05

192 3 288

01/01/01

05/05/05

64 3 128

90 3 144

__/01/01

145 3 192

0.08/__/__

0.06/0.16/0.38

0.06/__/__

0.09/0.13/0.42

0.08/0.13/0.46

0.01/0.33/0.70

__/__/0.51

0.02/0.31/__

0.06/0.24/0.50

0.13/0.16/0.49

0.10/0.27/0.66

__/0.29/0.67

Global

0.07/__/__

0.07/0.16/0.40

0.06/__/__

0.09/0.12/0.43

0.09/0.15/0.49

0.02/0.35/0.76

__/__/0.58

0.03/0.32/__

0.08/0.28/0.58

0.17/0.19/0.55

0.08/0.30/0.69

__/0.34/0.74

North America

Temperature trend historical/RCP4.5/RCP8.5
No. Ensemble

Resolution (lat 3 lon)
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TABLE 1. Basic CMIP5 model information. Observed twentieth-century temperature trend is also shown. Trend is calculated using the Theil–Sen approach for land-only points, 608S–
608N for global, and 158–608N, and 1608–608W for North America. In historical experiments, the trend is for 1930–2004 (75 yr). In RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios, the trend is for 2015–98
(84 yr) periods. The units are degrees Celsius per decade. Sl. No. represents number assigned to a model as per alphabetical order of model’s name. These Sl. No. have been referred to
represent the model name in Fig. 9.
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22

21

19
20

18

17

16

15

Observation (OBS)
Climatic Research Unit time series,
version 3.1 (CRU TS3.1)

13

14

Model name

Hadley Centre Global
Environmental Model,
version 2 (Carbon Cycle)
(HadGEM2-CC)
Hadley Centre Global
Environmental Model,
version 2 (Earth System)
(HadGEM2-ES)
Institute of Numerical
Mathematics Coupled Model,
version 4.0 (INM-CM4)
L’Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace
Coupled Model, version 5,
coupled with NEMO (low
resolution) (IPSL-CM5A-LR)
IPSL Coupled Model, version 5a,
medium resolution (IPSLCM5A-MR)
Model for Interdisciplinary
Research on Climate, Earth
System Model (MIROC-ESM)
MIROC, version 5 (MIROC5)
Max Planck Institute Earth
System Model, low resolution
(MPI-ESM-LR)
Meteorological Research Institute
Coupled Atmosphere–Ocean
General Circulation Model,
version 3 (MRI-CGCM3)
Norwegian Earth System Model,
version 1 (medium resolution)
(NorESM1-M)

Sl. No.

Norway

Japan

Mitchell and Jones (2005)

N/A

Yukimoto et al. (2011)

Watanabe et al. (2010)
Raddatz et al. (2007), Marsland
et al. (2003)

Watanabe et al. (2011)

Japan

Japan
Germany

http://icmc.ipsl.fr

http://icmc.ipsl.fr

Volodin et al. (2010)

France

France

Russia

Bellouin et al. (2007), Collins et al.
(2008), Johns et al. (2006),
Ringer et al. (2006)

UK

Reference
Jones et al. (2011), Martin et al.
(2006, 2011), Collins et al. (2011)

UK

Country
01/01/03

04/04/04

145 3 192

01/01/01

03/01/__

04/03/__
03/03/03

05/01/01

__/__/01

96/57/39

143 3 144
64 3 128
128 3 256
96 3 192
160 3 320

96 3 144

Total/Median

360 3 720

05/03/04

96 3 96

01/01/__

No. Ensemble

145 3 192

0.09/__/__

0.06/0.25/0.55

__/__/0.51

0.05/0.18/0.48

0.04/0.21/__
0.14/0.20/0.58

0.05/0.29/__

0.10/0.27/0.71

0.14/0.26/0.69

0.09/0.18/__

0.02/0.31/0.72

0.04/0.30/0.70

Global

0.05/__/__

0.07/0.28/0.62

__/__/0.63

0.04/0.20/0.47

0.04/0.27/__
0.17/0.21/0.61

0.01/0.40/__

0.08/0.27/0.73

0.17/0.28/0.73

0.12/0.19/__

0.01/0.38/0.84

0.03/0.37/0.82

North America

Temperature trend historical/RCP4.5/RCP8.5
Resolution (lat 3 lon)

TABLE 1. (Continued)
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FIG. 1. Warming hole (left) observations and (right) CMIP5 twentieth-century climate simulations for (a) the annual temperature trend,
(b) the summer (June–August; JJA) temperature trend, and (c) the winter (December–February; DJF) temperature trend, in degrees
Celsius per decade for 1930–2004. The number in each panel represents the North American land-only temperature trend and the spatial
average for the entire region shown in the figure. The two boxes represent the eastern and the western United States’ regions referred to in
subsequent figures.

the so-called ‘‘warming hole’’ in the eastern United
States (Pan et al. 2004), can provide clues to the nature
of the warming and its relationship with natural climate
variability. The models in phase 3 of the Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project (CMIP3) were challenged in
simulating this warming hole (Kunkel et al. 2006).
Attempts to understand the mechanism that produces
the warming hole have led to several investigations in
recent years (e.g., Meehl et al. 2012a; Misra et al. 2012;
Weaver 2013). While some studies have attributed the

warming hole to large-scale decadal oscillations such as
the interdecadal Pacific oscillation (IPO), the Pacific decadal oscillation (PDO), and the Atlantic multidecadal
oscillation (AMO; Robinson et al. 2002; Kunkel et al.
2006; Wang et al. 2009; Meehl et al. 2012a; Weaver 2013),
other studies have highlighted the role of regional-scale
hydrologic processes and land–atmosphere interaction
(e.g., Pan et al. 2004; Liang et al. 2006; Misra et al. 2012).
The most common feature of these studies is investigating the temperature trends for a fixed time window,
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FIG. 2. Multidecadal spatial and temporal variability in observed ‘‘warming hole.’’ (top) Summer and (bottom) winter temperature
trends for three nonoverlapping 30-yr periods in the twentieth century are shown: (left) 1911–40, (middle) 1941–70, and (right) 1971–2004,
in degrees Celsius per decade. The number in each panel represents the North American land-only temperature trend in the corresponding period and the spatial average for the entire region shown in the figure.

particularly for the second half of the twentieth century.
Given the fact that the calculation of trends is strongly
influenced by the selected time window (as we will
show), and that internally generated climate variability
may play an important role in the observed warming
hole (Meehl et al. 2012a), further investigation is required. Also, new methodologies are needed to assess
climate models’ skill in simulating the warming hole,
because internally generated decadal climate variability
rarely synchronizes in time among different climate
simulations or between models and observations.
To address these concerns, we apply a nonparametric
trend detection method and an alternative perspective
emphasizing trend variability to explore the phase 5 of
CMIP (CMIP5) climate models’ skill in simulating the
twentieth-century warming holes, and their relationship
with natural climate variability. We call ‘‘trend variability’’ an alternative perspective because typically
trends have been analyzed as monotonically increasing
or decreasing features. Modeling studies related to the
warming hole are constrained by a given model’s parameterizations (e.g., Meehl et al. 2012a). Here, we
have adopted a multimodel analysis approach, analyzing a large number of available CMIP5 climate
simulations. We have shown results from individual
models and their ensemble members in a supplemental
section (available online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1175/
JCLI-D-12-00535.s1).
We have also examined twenty-first century warming
hole projection results for two future scenarios: 1) the

high emission scenario from the 8.5 W m22 representative concentration pathway (RCP8.5) and 2) the
relatively low emission scenario of the 4.5 W m22
representative concentration pathway (RCP4.5). We
examined the twenty-first-century climate projection
results within the context of observed uncertainty
determined from the twentieth-century climate simulations from CMIP5. The three main objectives of
this study are 1) to evaluate the CMIP5 climate
models’ skill in simulating the observed twentiethcentury warming hole in North America, 2) to determine the relationship between observed temperature
variability and natural multidecadal climate variability, and 3) to assess the twenty-first century warming
hole projections in view of the twentieth-century
warming hole’s simulation uncertainty. Section 2 describes CMIP5 data used and the methods applied.
Results are given in section 3, and section 4 presents
a summary discussion and conclusions.

2. Data and methodology
We have analyzed 22 CMIP5 climate models listed in
Table 1 (note that expansions of all model names are
given therein.) We have given preference to a large
sample size in different experiments instead of a common set of models/ensembles across all experiments.
Thus, we have analyzed 19 CMIP5 climate models (comprising a total of 96 ensemble members) for historical
(twentieth century) experiments, 18 CMIP5 climate
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FIG. 3. Temporal variability (multidecadal) in summer temperature trends in (a) the eastern
United States and (b) its comparison with the western U.S. summer temperature trend, in
degrees Celsius per decade. Eastern and western U.S. region boxes are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
The shaded region shows the 95% uncertainty range calculated from a total of 96 ensemble
members from 19 CMIP5 models. Five sample models (only the first ensemble member from
each model) are also shown for comparison.

models (with a total of 57 ensemble members) for the
RCP4.5 experiments, and 16 CMIP5 climate models (39
ensemble members) for the RCP8.5 experiments. Model
selection for each experiment was primarily driven by
the data availability at the time this study was conducted. The historical experiments are standard allforcings climate simulations including anthropogenic
greenhouse gas concentrations/emissions, volcanic
aerosols, and land use changes for the period 1850–2005
(Taylor et al. 2012). In 2100, CO2-equivalent concentrations are greater than 1370 ppm in the RCP8.5 experiments, and approximately 650 ppm in the RCP4.5
experiments (Moss et al. 2010). For more details on the
CMIP5 experiments, please see Taylor et al. (2012).
The Climatic Research Unit time series, version 3.1
(CRU TS3.1), data for temperature are used as observations (Mitchell and Jones 2005). CRU TS3.1 data are
available over land points at 0.58 3 0.58 resolution for
1901–2009. Two climate indices, the AMO and the
PDO, are obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Earth System Research Laboratory (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/
climateindices/list/). The AMO is an index of North

Atlantic Ocean sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies calculated from monthly SST data (Kaplan et al.
1998; Enfield et al. 2001). The PDO is the leading
principal component of monthly SST anomalies in the
North Pacific Ocean poleward of 208N (Mantua et al.
1997).
All climate models and the CRU TS3.1 data are regridded to a common resolution of 2.58 3 2.58 (144 3 72
global grid) using an area-average preserving method,
and monthly outputs are aggregated to produce mean
annual/seasonal time series for temperature.
We have employed a nonparametric trend detection
technique. The magnitude of trends is determined by
using the Theil–Sen approach (TSA; Sen 1968; Theil
1950). If x1, x2, . . . , xn is a time series Xt of length n, then
the TSA slope is given by Eq. (1):


xj 2 xi
b 5 median
j2i

for all i , j .

(1)

The trend’s statistical significance can be determined
using different versions of the Mann–Kendall test (see
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FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for winter.

Kumar et al. 2009 for details). Since the main purpose of
this study is to understand the mechanism of the
warming hole (a negative temperature trend), the statistical significance test is not employed in this study.
The statistical significance of the temperature trend in
CMIP5 twentieth-century climate simulations is presented elsewhere (Kumar et al. 2013).
The 30-yr running trend is calculated starting in 1901
(constrained by observation availability) in the twentieth century, and in 2006 in the twenty-first century. A
30-yr period is selected as the running window length to
represent the multidecadal climate variability in North
America. It is demonstrated later that the 30-yr period is
an appropriate choice for the window length, and this
length does not bias the results.
We have employed the frequency domain analysis to
study multidecadal climate variability in the North
Atlantic. We performed a fast Fourier transform (FFT;
Bloomfield 1976) on detrended anomaly time series of
the North Atlantic temperature (Yt 5 y1, y2, . . . , yn).
Let us say Eq. (2) represents yt in the frequency
domain:




(n21)/2
2ptj
2ptj
1bj sin
for n 5 odd
yt 5 å aj cos
n
n
j51
and

(2a)

yt 5





2ptj
2ptj
1 bj sin
n
n
j51
 
2pt
for n 5 even,
1 an/2 cos
2

(n/2)21

å

aj cos

(2b)

where the Fourier series coefficients aj and bj were determined through FFT. The harmonic j represents
number of full wave cycles in the entire analysis period
(n years). The jth harmonic’s frequency wj , amplitude
Aj , and power pj are given below:
j
wj 5 ,
n
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Aj 5 a2j 1 b2j ,
pj 5

a2j 1 b2j
2

.

(3)
and

(4)

(5)

We tested the signal power in the kth Fourier harmonic
relative to residual harmonics using Hartley’s test
(Thibos 2003). The null hypothesis for Hartley’s test is
that the signal power in the kth harmonic is zero. To
reject the null hypothesis Hartley’s test statistics
H . F2,2R , where H is given in Eq. (6), F2,2R is Fisher’s F
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FIG. 5. As in Fig. 1 (right), but for one selected ensemble member from each model, showing
the highest spatial correlation for North America land annual temperature trend (1930–2004).
Units are degrees Celsius per decade.

distribution with 2 and 2R degrees of freedom, and 2R 5
(n 2 3). The derivation for Hartley’s test can be found in
Thibos (2003, chapter 9):
H5

pk
1
R

å pj

; F2,2R .

(6)

j6¼k

Finally, we have explored the relationship between
models’ skill in simulating the warming hole and that

in simulating low-frequency variability in the North
Atlantic.

3. Results
a. Twentieth-century temperature trend
Figure 1 shows the long-term (1930–2004) temperature trend over North America. In observations, most of
the eastern United States shows a negative temperature
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FIG. 6. Multidecadal variability in AMO and eastern United States’ temperature trend. Also
see Table 2 for more details. Units are degrees Celsius per decade.

trend, which changes in extent between summer and
winter. During summer a stronger negative temperature
trend is present in the northern central United States,
while during winter a stronger negative trend is present
over the southeastern United States. The multimodel
average temperature trends in CMIP5 twentieth-century
climate simulations are shown in the right panels of Fig. 1.
The multimodel average results do not show either a
negative temperature trend or an east–west gradient in
temperature trends as found in the observations. These
results suggest that CMIP5 models may have limited skill
in simulating aspects of the warming hole in North
America (see supplemental Figs. S1–S3 for individual
model results). Alternatively, it could be that the warming hole is not a robust response of anthropogenic forcing
in CMIP5 twentieth-century climate simulations. We
next investigate the natural climate variability aspect.
Figure 2 shows the observed temperature trend during
three nonoverlapping climatological periods ($30 yr) in
the twentieth century: 1911–40, 1941–70, and 1971–2004.
The observed temperature trends show considerable
variability in both space and time. For example, the
period 1911–40 does not show a negative temperature
trend, but the period 1941–70 shows a strong negative
temperature trend over the eastern United States, as
well as many other parts of North America, including
central and western Canada during winter. The period
1971–2004 demonstrates the fastest warming among
three climatological periods shown in Fig. 2. The warming
trend in the period 1971–2004 may be a combination of
anthropogenically forced global warming and natural
variability. During 1971–2004, a weak negative temperature trend is observed in the northern central United
States in summer, and the negative temperature trend
almost disappears in winter. These results warrant a
closer look into trend variability.
Figures 3 and 4 show the 30-yr running temperature
trends (starting in 1901) in the eastern United States
during summer and winter, respectively. In these figures,

the trends are referred to by their starting year (e.g., the
trend plotted at 1901 represents the trend over the 1901–
30 period). A comparison of the eastern United States’
temperature trend with that in the western United States
is also presented in these figures. Box regions in Figs. 1
and 2 show the extent of the eastern and the western
United States in this analysis as well as all subsequent
analysis (eastern United States: 308–478N, 808–1008W;
western United States: 308–478N, 1008–1208W). The
observed temperature trend exhibits multidecadal variability. For example, all negative temperature trends
are clustered in the 1925–55 decades for both summer
and winter. A positive temperature trend is observed in
the early part (1901–20) as well as the latter part of the
twentieth century (1955 onward) over the eastern
United Sates. The east–west pattern in the temperature
trend also shows multidecadal variability.
Figures 3 and 4 also display results from CMIP5
twentieth-century climate simulations (see supplemental Figs. S4–S7 for individual model results). All
ensemble members of a given model are considered
individually in this analysis, as well as in all following
analyses. The 95% model spread range, referred to as
the simulated envelope of trend variability, mostly

TABLE 2. Variance explained by the AMO and PDO; 30-yr
running trend in eastern United States’ annual, winter, and summer
temperature trends. The 95% confidence interval statistical significance of the RSQ (i.e., r 2) is calculated considering seven independent members in the sample, shown in boldface numbers.
Eastern U.S. temperature
RSQ
AMO (1901–2004)

PDO (1901–2004)

Annual
DJF
JJA
Annual
DJF
JJA

Annual

DJF

JJA

0.60
0.49
0.76
0.17
0.16
0.22

0.48
0.40
0.62
0.15
0.12
0.19

0.50
0.37
0.70
0.29
0.30
0.31
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FIG. 7. Twentieth-century summer AMO signal (30-yr running trend) in CMIP5 climate
simulations. Shaded region shows 95% uncertainty range calculated from a total of 96 ensemble
members from 19 CMIP5 models. Units are degrees Celsius per decade. Five sample models
(only the first ensemble member from each model) are also shown for comparison.

brackets the observed multidecadal variability in temperature trend. The multimodel ensemble median captures the observed trend’s sign (positive or negative),
but it poorly represents the observed trend’s magnitude.
In most cases, except for summers in 1960–74, the multimodel ensemble median provides a very conservative
trend estimate. For example, from the 1960s onward,
the observations show a 0.58C decade21 or greater
winter warming in the eastern United States, whereas
the multimodel ensemble median only shows a 0.28C
decade21 warming. The multimodel median east–west
trend difference is mostly zero, which is not the case in
the observations.
These results suggest that the multimodel ensemble
average may not be the best tool to investigate a regionally confined feature like the warming hole. These
results also suggest that some internally generated
‘‘natural’’ climate variability contributes to the warming
hole signal in the region. These internally generated
signals do not synchronize well across different climate
simulations, resulting in a muted signal in the multimodel ensemble average/median. Figure 5 shows the
multimodel mean temperature trend from only one selected ensemble member from each model, showing the
highest spatial correlation with observations in the
North America region (158–608N, 1608–608W, land only)
for the 1930–2004 annual temperature trend. Although
such subjective selection did not result in a negative
temperature trend, it did show a region with a reduced
warming trend relative to the surrounding regions over
the northern central United States during summer, and
over the southeastern United States during winter. This
suggests that selected CMIP5 twentieth-century climate
simulations may have some skill in simulating aspects of
the warming hole in North America (see supplemental
Figs. S8–S10 for individual model results). We also

believe that a similar result can be obtained from selected unforced/preindustrial climate simulations, which
again emphasizes the role of natural climate variability
in the warming hole.
The multidecadal variability is generally associated
with a low-frequency variability of the oceans because of
their large reservoir capacity. Figure 6 and Table 2 show
the association of the eastern United States’ 30-yr running temperature trends with the observed AMO and
PDO during the twentieth century. The observed
temperature trend is strongly correlated (statistically
significant) with the AMO, whereas no statistically
significant correlation is found with the PDO. Previous
studies (e.g., Wang et al. 2009; Weaver 2013) have

FIG. 8. Frequency analysis for observed and simulated JJA
AMO. Harmonics represent the number of cycles per 134 years
(full data length). Shaded region shows 95% uncertainty range
calculated from a total 96 ensemble members from 19 CMIP5
models. Peak amplitude for the second harmonic represents
67 years of the AMO cycle. Five sample models (only the first ensemble member from each model) are also shown for comparison.
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found that the PDO influenced summer temperature
variations in the central United States/Great Plains
region in the latter half of the twentieth century. It is
likely that a different study area (the eastern United
States) and the extended analysis period (1901–2004)
are contributing to the different results between previous studies and this one. The summer AMO [June–
August (JJA)] explains 76% of the variance in the
annual temperature trend, 70% of the variance in the
summer temperature trend, and 62% of the variance in
the winter temperature trend (all statistically significant). The winter AMO [December–February (DJF)]
does not show statistically significant correlations for
the most part. Hence it is not discussed further. Note
that the AMO curve is smoother than the time series of
the observed eastern United States’ temperature trend
in Fig. 6. This could be because of a number of reasons,
including 1) higher variability in the land observations
relative to the ocean and/or 2) the AMO time series is
a reanalysis product compared with real observations
over the land.
We have further explored the CMIP5 models’ skill in
simulating the JJA AMO. Figure 7 shows the 30-yr
running temperature trend in the North Atlantic (08–
608N, 58–758W, ocean only) from CMIP5 twentiethcentury climate simulations and observations. The 95%
model spread range generally brackets the observations. However, the observations pass through the edges
of the simulated envelope at their peaks (e.g., 1910 and
1950s). This result indicates that CMIP5 models may
have a smaller amplitude relative to the observed for
AMO variability, as shown in the multimodel median
time series as well as some individual models in Fig. 7
(see supplemental Fig. S11 for all individual model
results).
Figure 8 shows the JJA AMO variability in a frequency domain using a Fourier transform method (see
supplemental Fig. S12 for individual model results). In
this analysis, a longer time series 1862–2004 is considered; a 10-yr moving average is applied to the AMO
anomaly time series after removing the linear trend
from the data to be consistent with Enfield et al. (2001),
resulting in the 1866–1999 (134 yr) time series. The peak
amplitude appears in the second harmonic, corresponding to a 67-yr cycle, in the observations as well as
the multimodel ensemble median. The second harmonic’s power is significantly greater (28 times) than the
average power of other frequencies in the observations
(Fig. 9). Hence, we argue that the 65- to 70-yr cycle
shown in Figs. 6 and 7 in particular, and Figs. 3 and 4 (top
panels only) in general, is not a by-product of the 30-yr
moving trend; rather, it can be associated with lowfrequency variability in the North Atlantic. Although
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FIG. 9. Power of the second harmonic relative to average power
of residual harmonics (1 and 3–10, shown in Fig. 7) represented as
a ratio of the two quantities called Hartley’s statistics. Hartley’s
statistics values greater than 6 are statistically significant at the 99%
confidence interval. For model number, please refer to Table 1. All
ensemble members of the given model are shown individually.

many of CMIP5 climate simulations show statistically
significant power in the second harmonic (H . 6), the
relative power of the second harmonic remains significantly lower than in the observations except for model
2 (Fig. 9). There is a large spread among models in the
relative power of their second harmonics (Table 3); its
effect on the warming hole simulations is investigated
next.
We have summarized individual model results for the
warming hole simulation skill in Table 3. For models
having more than one ensemble member, we calculated
model results for each individual ensemble member and
then averaged across different ensemble members in the
given model. The relative power in the second harmonic
ranges from 1.9 (INMCM4) to 19.0 (CanESM2). Several
models (e.g., CanESM2, CNRM-CM5, GFDL-CM3,
GFDL-ESM2G, HadGEM2-CC, HadGEM2-ES, IPSLCM5A-LR, MRI-CGCM3, MIROC5, and MIROC-ESM)
show higher power in the second harmonics relative to
other harmonics (see supplemental Fig. S12), which
results in higher second harmonic power in the multimodel ensemble median result (Fig. 8). However,
several models also have higher power relative to observations in other harmonics (e.g., harmonics 5 and 7
in the GFDL-CM3 model; Fig. 8), resulting in lower
relative power of the second harmonic in model simulations relative to observations (Fig. 9). Since higher
power in harmonics other than the second harmonic is
not common across different models, the multimodel
ensemble median result is similar to observations for
other harmonics (Fig. 8).
The relative power in the second harmonics is positively correlated with the warming hole–related model
performance across 19 CMIP5 models, and is statistically significant for JJA AMO simulations (Table 3).
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TABLE 3. Individual model performances in capturing features related to the warming hole. The numbers in boldface indicate statistically significant correlation results at a 95% confidence interval. Six models show an overall positive NSE*; these are shown in boldface
letters. Column 3 indicates Hartley’s statistics for the second harmonic shown in Fig. 9. For models having more than one ensemble
member, we calculated results for each individual ensemble member and then averaged across all ensemble members in the given model.
The quantitative measures NSE (Nash and Sutcliff 1970) and RSQ (i.e., r 2) evaluate models’ performances relative to the observations
(see related figures in the supplemental material). Sl. No. is as given in Table 1.

Sl. No.

Model name

2
3
4
5
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

CanESM2
CCSM4.0
CNRM-CM5
CSIRO Mk3.6.0
GFDL-CM3
GFDL-ESM2G
GFDL-ESM2M
GISS-E2H
GISS-E2-R
HadCM3
HadGEM2-CC
HadGEM2-ES
INMCM4
IPSL-CM5A-LR
IPSL-CM5A-MR
MIROC-ESM
MIROC5
MPI-ESM-LR
MRI-CGCM3
Correl. with H. Sat.
for second harmonic
Observation
Model spread Maximum
Minimum
Mean
Standard dev.
Standard error

JJA AMO
30-yr run
trend

JJA eastern
U.S. 30-yr
run trend

DJF eastern
U.S. 30-yr
run trend

Annual eastern U.S. 30yr run trend

H. stat. for 2nd har.

NSE

RSQ

NSE

RSQ

NSE

RSQ

NSE

RSQ

NSE

RSQ

19.0
5.8
7.7
6.7
12.5
4.4
3.1
7.5
4.1
4.4
4.3
8.1
1.9
5.2
5.2
6.4
11.4
3.2
7.6

0.32
20.24
0.11
0.19
0.48
20.39
0.12
0.32
20.10
0.03
0.44
0.50
0.01
20.86
20.28
0.44
0.43
20.81
0.13
0.48

0.45
0.11
0.23
0.36
0.56
0.18
0.16
0.46
0.20
0.25
0.68
0.59
0.09
0.25
0.05
0.48
0.46
0.06
0.18
0.51

0.04
20.54
20.56
20.33
0.02
20.05
0.37
20.19
0.12
20.39
0.07
20.92
20.97
20.50
20.24
20.03
0.11
20.55
20.02
0.26

0.33
0.20
0.20
0.37
0.39
0.20
0.37
0.15
0.21
0.12
0.42
0.24
0.15
0.12
0.06
0.27
0.21
0.04
0.20
0.36

20.05
20.67
20.17
0.00
20.03
20.80
0.28
20.40
20.25
20.70
0.29
20.59
20.47
20.44
0.03
0.27
0.36
20.61
20.23
0.28

0.17
0.09
0.25
0.15
0.12
0.16
0.40
0.11
0.16
0.06
0.39
0.10
0.12
0.08
0.13
0.35
0.40
0.02
0.14
0.07

0.12
20.40
20.12
0.07
0.35
20.52
0.46
20.39
20.01
21.06
0.47
20.17
20.90
20.80
0.45
0.26
0.33
20.94
20.17
0.38

0.36
0.13
0.26
0.44
0.51
0.04
0.49
0.08
0.26
0.05
0.58
0.33
0.18
0.16
0.52
0.54
0.59
0.15
0.22
0.29

0.11
20.46
20.19
20.02
0.21
20.44
0.30
20.16
20.06
20.53
0.32
20.30
20.58
20.65
20.01
0.24
0.31
20.73
20.07
0.42

0.33
0.13
0.23
0.33
0.40
0.14
0.36
0.20
0.21
0.12
0.52
0.32
0.14
0.15
0.19
0.41
0.42
0.07
0.19
0.40

0.50
20.86
0.04
0.41
0.09

0.68
0.05
0.31
0.19
0.04

0.37
20.97
20.24
0.36
0.08

0.42
0.04
0.22
0.11
0.03

0.36
20.80
20.22
0.37
0.09

0.40
0.02
0.18
0.12
0.03

0.47
21.06
20.16
0.51
0.12

0.59
0.04
0.31
0.19
0.04

0.32
20.73
20.14
0.35
0.08

0.52
0.07
0.25
0.13
0.03

28.2
19.0
1.9
6.8
4.0
0.9

Average
values

* Here NSE 5 1 2åi51 (Smi 2 Obi )2 /åi51 (Obi 2 Ob)2 where i 5 1, 2, . . . . , 73 corresponding to 1901, 1902, . . . , 1973; Smi and Obi : model
simulation and observation corresponding to time index i; Ob: observation mean (1901–73). NSE values range from 2‘ to 1, NSE 5 1
indicates a perfect model; NSE . 0 indicates model simulation is skillful relative to observation mean (a positive skill); and NSE ,
0 indicates observation mean is better than model simulations.
n

n

Only three models (CanESM2, GFDL-CM3, and
MIROC5) show relative power in the second harmonic
greater than 10; all three models also show overall positive skill [average Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient
(NSE) . 0] in simulating the warming hole–related
features (Table 3). Out of the remaining 16 models,
GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-CC, and MIROC-ESM also
show an overall positive skill in simulating the warming
hole–related features (Table 3). Hence, we argue that
the relative power in the second harmonic is a good
indicator of model skill in simulating the warming hole.
We also recognize that in some model simulations factors other than the AMO (which we have not investigated in this study) can result in warming hole features

(e.g., the GFDL ESM2M model). The converse is also
true; for example, the model with the highest power
in the second harmonic (CanESM2) does not show the
best performance for the warming hole simulations
(Table 3).
Results from the twentieth-century CMIP5 climate
simulations presented in this section suggest that a minor fraction of CMIP5 climate models (6 out of 19
models) have a positive skill in simulating the observed
warming hole. The 95% spread range among models
bracket the observed variability in regional temperature
trends, which suggests that the multimodel ensemble
reproduces the observed variance in temperature trend
even if each model has limited skill, individually. This
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FIG. 10. Twenty-first century summer AMO projection from CMIP5 climate simulations.
The shaded region shows 95% uncertainty range calculated from a total of 57 ensemble
members from 18 CMIP5 models in the (a) RCP4.5 scenario and from a total of 39 ensemble
members from 16 CMIP5 models in the (b) RCP8.5 scenario. Five sample models (only the first
ensemble member from each model) are also shown for comparison.

result also indicates that there is some fidelity in the
model simulations. Within this context of known uncertainty in CMIP5 twentieth-century climate simulations, the twenty-first-century climate projections for the
warming hole are presented in the next section.

b. Twenty-first century temperature trend
The North American warming rate (temperature
trend) in the twenty-first century is 4 times higher in the
RCP4.5 scenario (0.288C decade21) and 9 times higher
in the RCP8.5 scenario (0.628C decade21) than the
twentieth-century warming rate (0.078C decade21) in
CMIP5 climate simulations (Table 1). The higher rate of
the twenty-first-century warming in North America is
consistent with a similar higher warming rate at global
scales (Table 1).
Figures 10a and 10b show 30-yr running JJA temperature trends in the North Atlantic from CMIP5
twenty-first century climate projections in the RCP4.5
and RCP8.5 scenarios, respectively (see supplemental
Figs. S13 and S14 for individual model results). The
median rate of North Atlantic warming continuously
increases in the RCP8.5 scenario, whereas the North
Atlantic warming rate decreases in the RCP4.5 scenario,

particularly in the latter half of the twenty-first century,
consistent with the CO2 emissions’ stabilization in the
RCP4.5 scenario (Moss et al. 2010; Meehl et al. 2012b).
The 95% spread range among models does not contain
a negative temperature trend for the RCP8.5 scenario
(Fig. 10b), but there are some negative temperature
trends in the latter half of twenty-first century in the
RCP4.5 scenario (10% of the shaded region is below the
zero line, all in the latter half of the twenty-first century
in Fig. 10a).
Figures 11 and 12 show the twenty-first century 30-yr
running temperature trends in the eastern United States
in the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios, respectively (see
supplemental Figs. S15–S18 for individual model results). Similar to the North Atlantic warming rate, the
temperature trend in the eastern United States declines
in the RCP4.5 scenario and increases in the RCP8.5
scenario, particularly in summer. In the last two decades
of the twenty-first century, the winter temperature trend
in the RCP8.5 scenario has either stabilized or slightly
declined for some unknown reason (Fig. 12b). In summer, the 95% spread range among models does not
contain a negative temperature trend in the RCP8.5
scenario (Fig. 12a), and the 95% spread range among
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FIG. 11. As in Fig. 10a, but for twenty-first-century eastern U.S. temperature trend projections
during (a) JJA and (b) DJF.

models does contain negative temperature trends in
some ensemble members during the latter half of the
twenty-first century in the RCP4.5 scenario (Fig. 11a;
10% of the shaded region is below the zero line). In
winter, there are some negative temperature trends
throughout the twenty-first century in the RCP4.5 scenario simulations (Fig. 11b; 30% of the shaded region is
below the zero line), and only few negative temperature
trends, particularly in the first half of twenty-first century in the RCP8.5 scenario (Fig. 12b; 11% of the shaded
region is below the zero line).
The twenty-first-century simulations results from the
six models that showed a positive skill in the twentiethcentury warming hole simulations (CanESM2, GFDLCM3, GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-CC, MIROC5, and
MIROC-ESM) are generally consistent with the multimodel ensemble results presented in the last two paragraphs. For example, these six models show a declining
JJA North Atlantic warming trend in the RCP4.5 scenario and an increasing JJA North Atlantic warming
trend in the RCP8.5 scenario, although some of these
simulations have a prominent multidecadal variability
signal (e.g., the HadGEM2-CC twenty-first-century
simulation; see supplemental Figs. S13 and S14; note
that for RCP8.5 scenario only four of these six models
were available). Similarly, all twenty-first-century climate

simulations by CanESM2, GFDL-CM3, GFDL-ESM2M,
and HadGEM2-CC show a nonnegative JJA warming
trend in the eastern United States throughout the twentyfirst century (see supplemental Fig. S17). The trend
variability envelope for the east–west temperature
trend difference in the twenty-first century is similar to
the twentieth-century results (see supplemental Figs.
S19–S21).

4. Discussion and conclusions
Using an alternative perspective emphasizing trend
variability, we have shown that temperature trends, often associated with global warming, are not monotonic
features, at least at regional scales. Observations show
multidecadal variability in the sign and magnitude of
trends. The twentieth-century temperature trend in the
eastern United States appears to be associated with lowfrequency (multidecadal) variability in the North Atlantic temperature observations. The greenhouse gas
emission-based global warming affects the regional
temperature trend by changing/shifting the trend variability envelope. For example, 40% of the trend variability envelope is negative in the twentieth-century
eastern United States’ temperature trend simulations
(i.e., 40% of the shaded regions in Figs. 3a and 4a are
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FIG. 12. As in Fig. 10b, but for twenty-first-century eastern U.S. temperature trend projections
during (a) JJA and (b) DJF.

below the zero line). However, none of the climate
simulations shows negative summer temperature trends
in the RCP8.5 scenario, and only 10% of all climate
simulations show negative summer temperature trends
in the latter half of the twenty-first century in the
RCP4.5 scenario, associated with CO2 stabilization.
Similar results are also observed for the North Atlantic
temperature trends.
The trend variability envelope simulated by multiple
CMIP5 climate models (19 models, with a total of 96
ensemble members) brackets the observed warming
hole. Pan et al. (2013) found the nine simulations (out of
100) reproduced the temporal variation of warming hole
temperature very well. Hence, we argue that although
individual models (also see Meehl et al. 2012b) as well as
the multimodel mean/median (this study) may have
limited skill in capturing regionally detailed features
such as the warming hole, the simulated multimodel
trend variability envelope provides a credible variability
range for the observations. Since a similar analysis was
not conducted with CMIP3 climate model simulations, we cannot conclude that CMIP5 models have
significantly improved relative to CMIP3 models with
respect to their warming hole representations. However, we confirm that, similar to earlier CMIP3 findings
(Kunkel et al. 2006), the warming hole is not a robust

response to the external climate forcing in CMIP5
models.
Based on a single model simulation, Meehl et al.
(2012a) anticipated that the warming hole would disappear in the twenty-first century with the ongoing
greater warming in the western United States relative to
the eastern United States. Based on multiple CMIP5
climate models simulations and two emission scenarios,
we find that the variability range of the model-simulated
east–west temperature trend difference does not change
from the twentieth century to the twenty-first century,
and the multimodel median east–west temperature trend
difference remains near zero in both the twentieth- and
twenty-first-century climate simulations. Hence, we suggest that east–west temperature trend difference may not
be a robust metric to study the warming hole in model
simulations.
Model simulations show that the absence or presence
of the warming hole in the twenty-first century would
depend upon the emission pathway. Model consensus
suggests that if we stabilize CO2 emissions, then there
are some chances (10%–20%) that the warming hole
may reappear in the second half of the twenty-first
century (RCP4.5). However, if we follow the highest
emission pathway (RCP8.5), the warming hole would
disappear in the twenty-first century. Many theories
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for the warming hole have been proposed, including
internally generated climate variability, multidecadal climate variability, land–atmosphere interactions, regionalscale hydrologic processes, and aerosol effects (Robinson
et al. 2002; Pan et al. 2004; Liang et al. 2006; Wang et al.
2009; Leibensperger et al. 2012; Meehl et al. 2012a;
Weaver 2013). Hence, we can expect a warming hole to
appear in climate simulations for a number of different
reasons. Using a longer time series, we have shown that
the observed warming hole is closely associated with the
multidecadal oscillation in the North Atlantic (65- to
70-yr cycle). Most CMIP5 climate models simulate significantly lower ‘‘relative power’’ in the North Atlantic
multidecadal oscillations than observed. We also found
that models that have relatively higher skills in simulating the North Atlantic multidecadal oscillations also
have higher chances (3 out of 3) of a positive skill in the
warming hole simulations relative to remaining models
(3 out of 16). Investigating what causes multidecadal
oscillations in the North Atlantic is beyond the scope of
this work. Further research is needed to reconcile different warming hole theories, so that models are right
for the right reason.
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